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516 The Model was Very Beautiful 

Zhang Li Xue continued to browse through the catalog while Fang Su Jin went into the fitting room to 

change into the dress. After a few minutes, Zhang Li Xue raised her head again upon hearing the noise. 

The consultant led Fang Su Jin into the room and let her stand at the center. “Miss Zhang, this is the first 

dress you chose.” 

It was a short sleeve dress with a low neckline. The skirt gathered around her waist and cascaded down. 

The lace gave the dress a vintage look. 

Zhang Li Xue thought that this dress really emphasized Fang Su Jin’s curve at the right place. It made her 

look slim and tall. 

Fang Su Jin cleared her throat, noticing that her friend has been staring at her for a long time. “You... Li 

Xue, why are you looking at me like that?” 

Zhang Li Xue blinked and retracted her gaze. “I was just thinking that this dress looked very pretty on 

you.” A faint sigh escaped her. Zhang Li Xue took out her phone and said, “Turn around for me.” 

“What are you going to do?” 

“Of course, I should take some pictures and compare which looks the best.” 

Fang Su Jin narrowed her eyes. Seeing that her friend was seated in the wheelchair, Fang Su Jin decided 

that Zhang Li Xue was not trying to trick her. 

..... 

She spun around in the wedding dress to let Zhang Li Xue have a good view. The corner of her lips tilted 

up as she shot the video and snapped a few photos of her friend. 

Fang Su Jin changed into five dresses that Zhang Li Xue had chosen. Each of them had different styles 

and designs. 

In the end, Zhang Li Xue decided that she was interested in two designs. However, as she could not 

make her decision, Zhang Li Xue planned to come with her mother the next time and ask for her opinion. 

Fang Su Jin heaved a breath of relief when she no longer have to change into a new dress. She did not 

think that changing clothes and modeling for Zhang Li Xue would be tiring. 

Seeing that she did not have to try another dress, Fang Su Jin went with the consultant to change out 

the wedding dress. Most dresses were quite tricky and would need someone to help her take them off. 

Seeing that Fang Su Jin had gone back into the fitting room, Zhang Li Xue began to look at the photos of 

Fang Su Jin in the wedding dresses again. 

She picked out a few that looked good on Fang Su Jin and decided to send the best-looking one to Zhang 

Yi Hai. 

“Zhang Yi Hai, what do you think of this dress?” 



Once she pressed the send button, Zhang Li Xue waited in the lounge with a mischievous smile on her 

face. 

Zhang Yi Hai was in the middle of having a meal with his friends when he noticed the new message. 

Seeing that it was from his sister, Zhang Yi Hai clicked on the message absentmindedly. 

However, the moment he saw the picture, Zhang Yi Hai could not help but spew the food in his mouth. 

Then, he started to cough violently. 

Tang Yin stared at Zhang Yi Hai in disbelief. At this time, there was some rice sticking on his face after 

Zhang Yi Hai spew them on him. 

“I’m sorry.” Zhang Yi Hai grabbed a few tissue papers and started to help Tang Yin wipe the rice on his 

face. “It was an accident.’ 

Liu Jin stared at Zhang Yi Hai for a long time. It seemed that this was the first time that he had seen 

Zhang Yi Hai losing his composure. “Yi Hai, what’s wrong with you?” 

“Nothing. My sister sent me a message to prank me.” Seeing that Tang Yin’s face was now cleaned, 

Zhang Yi Hai sat on his chair again. “Tang Yin, the next meal will be on me. You can choose whatever you 

like, wherever you like.” 

Tang Yin thought that having Zhang Yi Hai spewing food on his face was not so bad after all. At least, he 

would get a free meal! He was already planning to make Zhang Yi Hai treat him to a feast. 

Zhang Yi Hai lowered his gaze and ate his meal quietly. However, the photo he saw earlier continued to 

appear in his mind. 

He wanted to peek at them again. However, it was not convenient with his friends around. 

After taking a few more bites, Zhang Yi Hai stood up and looked at his friends. “I’m sorry. I still have an 

important matter to deal with. I will have to leave now.” 

Without waiting for his friends to reply, Zhang Yi Hai lifted his tray and leave the cafeteria. 

He went to a quiet place and clicked on his sister’s message again. 

A photo of his girlfriend in a wedding dress appeared on his screen, making his heartbeat go faster. The 

dress that Fang Su Jin was wearing was very modest, but she still looked good. 

Zhang Yi Hai stared at the photo for a long time to appreciate Fang Su Jin’s beauty in this dress. 

He clicked the save button before deciding to send his reply to his sister. 

“Sister, what do you mean by this?” Once he pressed the send button, Zhang Yi Hai stood still and 

waited for his sister’s reply. 

Fortunately, he did not have to wait for too long. 

“Su Jin is helping me to choose a wedding dress. What do you think? Is the one I send to you look 

pretty?” 

Zhang Yi Hai did not care much about the dress. He only thought that the model was very beautiful. 



Before Zhang Yi Hai could send a reply, his sister had already sent him another message. 

“I have a few more photos with me. Zhang Yi Hai, do you want to look at them?” 

Zhang Yi Hai was tempted. But he also knew that his sister would not be so generous as to send him the 

pictures without a reason. 

He gritted his teeth and sent his reply, “Sister, what do you want?” 

Zhang Li Xue had a mischievous smile on her face, knowing that her brother had taken the bait. 

 


